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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are dealing with a classical boundary-value problem concerning 
periodic solutions of Hamiltonian equations 
-P(f) = K(f, -4th P(f)), i(f) = H,(& x(t), p(t)), (1) 
where H: R x R” x R” -+ R is a given function called the Hamiltonian. In 
mechanics [ 1 ] and also in mathematics [ 171, with a given Hamiltonian, 
the Lagrangian L defined by the Legendre transform 
L(4 x, a) = sup { (k P > - WC x, PI > 
D (2) 
is associated, and conversely, under some mild assumptions on H, we can 
recover H from L (see, e.g., [ 171) 
H(t,x,p)=sup j<i,~)-I@,x,+. (3) 
In mechanics [ 11, the functional 
(4) 
a # 6, 
a = b, 
is called the action functional and by the Hamiltonian least action principle 
[l, 121, minimizers of J (considered in an appropriate space of functions) 
which satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation describe the motion of a 
mechanical system defined by L. Under certain assumptions, the 
Euler-Lagrange equation is equivalent to (1) and the least action principle 
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can be formulated in the canonical formalism form as follows: trajectories 
satisfying (1) are extremals for the functional 
J,(x,P)=~~ {(p(t)> 4t)> -H(G .(O,,(O)l df 
0 
(5) 
+4x(O), x(T)) + MO), P(T)), 
i.e., (1) is the Euler-Lagrange equation for J,. Since J, is unbounded, 
different functionals were devised in order to associate periodic solutions 
of ( 1) with the critical points of these functionals (see, e.g., 
[ 14, 7, 9, 5, 13, 151). In the case of H convex, the most effective functional 
turns out to be J, dual to JH, 
J,(x> P) = j’ { (d(f), x(t)> + G(t, -b(t), W)} & 
0 
(6) 
G(r, u, V)=SUP {<(u, 01, (-u,P)) -WC wdf, 
.x P 
(7) 
called the dual action, first introduced by Clarke [7] and developed in 
[ 10,9, 5,2]. Under some growth conditions and a homogeneous boundary 
condition, minimizers (also local) of Jc(after translation by a constant) are 
periodic solutions to (1) [ 10,2]. 
In this article, the Hamiltonian we shall consider is also convex in (x, p) 
for each t. The aim of the paper is to come back to the ideas of Lagrange 
and Hamilton, i.e., to the formulation of a variational principle for periodic 
solutions of (1) in terms of action functional (4) and to the description of 
a duality principle for it. 
In order to formulate this principle, let us define the dual functional to 
(4) as 
J,(P) = joT L,(t, p(t)> -O(t)) dt + MO), P(T)), 
L,(t,p,D)=sup {(.~P)-H(t,x,p)). li 
(8) 
(9) 
Let A denote the space of absolutely continuous functions x: [0, T] + R”; 
x E A has a structural representation x(t) = x(0) + jh a(s) ds. We shall make 
the following basic hypothesis: 
(Hl) H:RxR”xR”+Rismeasurableand Tperiodicin t, H(t,.,.), 
t E R, is convex; there exist real functions f, k, d in L’(0, T), I> 0, k > 0, and 
constants r > 1, s > 1, such that 
505,‘97:1-12 
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for all CE [0, r], x, PER”. For each UEL” (r’=r/(r-1)) with 
[ru(t) dt = 0 and each v E R” with 1~1 5 1, there exist @,: [0, T] x R” -+ R 
measurable in t, continuous in the second variable, such that 
j; @:(t, q(t)) dt < + cc (CD* is the conjugate of @(t, . )) for all q E L”’ with 
l;q(t)dt=O d 11 an a qE R” with (q/ 5 1 (s’=s/(s- 1)) and satisfying 
H(f, -x, PI 2 (P, c’> + @‘,(4 .u) 
for all t E [0, 7J, x, p E R”. 
This hypothesis is enough to prove in (Section 2) the duality principle: 
ink E A sup,ER~J(x+c)=infPG, supdt Rn J,(p + d). We show that if there is 
X E A such that J(X) = inf., ~ A suprE R” J(x + c), then there exists p E A such 
that J(X) = J,(p) (of course, then X(0) =X(T), p(0) =P(T)), and X, p satisfy 
extremality relations corresponding to ( 1)). This approach to (1) is in the 
spirit of [ 16, 111 and it seems to be new for the periodic solutions of (1). 
However, it may be surprising but this variational principle (which we 
prove in Section 4) is to a certain degree, equivalent to the dual action 
principle introduced by Clarke and Ekeland, i.e., each (X,p), described 
above, is a minimizer for Jc in an appropriate subspace of A x A and, 
conversely, each minimizer of Jc in a subspace of A x A being a periodic 
solution of (1) satisfies our duality principle. 
To prove the existence of a minimum for J and J,, we shall need a 
stronger form of (Hl ): 
(H2) Forr=l+Rands=l+S, RS$l. 
(i) If r’zs, then I is constant and if r’=s, then 
(l/r’)I’P”-(l/s)~~k(t)t”“dt>O. 
(ii) If s’ 2 r, then k is constant and if s’= r, then 
(l/s’) k’ -.” - ( l/r) 1: f(t) frjr’ dt > 0. 
We now proceed to state the main results of the article, concerning 
periodic trajectories. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let H satisfy hypotheses (Hl), (H2). 
(a) Then, for all T > 0 (wvith the constraints for r’ = s or s’ = r), there 
is a solution (2, p) of Hamilton’s inclusion 
(-j(f), i(t)) E Wt, x(f), p(t)) (1’) 
having period T, and its restriction to [0, T] satisfies the duality relation 
J(X) = inf sup J(x + c) = jn’, ;PRP, JD( p + d) = JD( p). 
utA<tR” 
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Conversely, for each (2, ji) satisfying this relation, there exist C and d such - - that (X + c, p + d) is a periodic solution to (1’) (after extending it to the 
whole R). 
(b) (Case (H2)(i)). Let {x,},? , c A he such that infj J(x,) = 
inf,.. supCGRnJ(x+c), J(xj)< +oo. If -J5j(t)E8,L(t,xj(t),x,(t)) a.e. and 
bjE L’, then there exist p,(O) such that sup, JD(fij) = J,(pj), where 
~~(t)=d+S~~j(~)d~, pj(t)=pj(O)+SAIjl(Z)dT, and, for a given E>O and 
sufficientfy large j (for j such that J(xj) 5 infi J(x,) + E), 
The term aH in (1’) refers, of course, to the subdifferential of the convex 
function H(t, ., .); if H is differentiable in (x, p) (which, however, we have 
no need to require), then inclusion (1’) reduces to system of Eqs. (1). 
Assumptions (Hl), (H2) correspond to the weakest ones in [lo, 91, i.e., 
the growth conditions are of the type of [9] but, as in [lo], our problem 
is non-autonomous and H is not necessarily smooth. 
What is essentially new here is that a periodic solution to (1’) satisfies 
the duality relation and we obtain the estimation of the duality gap for 
minimizing sequences of J and J,. 
Moreover, it may be interesting from the viewpoint of the calculus of 
variations that the functional J attains its minimum in some natural 
subspace of A determined by L (see Section 4) in spite of the fact that it 
is, in general, unbounded in the whole A. 
2. DUALITY 
In what follows we shall assume hypothesis (Hl) to be satisfied. In par- 
ticular, it implies (see [ 17, Proposition 43) that, for the Hamiltonian H, we 
can define, by (2), the Lagrangian L and, conversely, we can recover H 
from L by (3), and similarly, we may define L, by (9). This also means 
that we have the well-defined [ 17, Proposition 41 functionals J and J, (see 
(4) and (8)). Following the ideas of [16, 191, we describe duality theory 
between J and J,. 
The dual A* of the space A will be identified with B” = R”@ L”(0, T; R”) 
under the pairing 
<P, Cc, u)> = <P(O), c> + joT (B(t), v(t)> dt. (10) 
(A is identified with R”@ L’(0, T; R”).) Put A, = {XG A : x(0) = 0}, 
A,= (XEA :x(T)=O}. 
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Define the perturbation of J by 
J.y(a,g)= -I(x(O)+a,O)-sup /TL(t,x(t)+c+g(t).ic(t))dt 
<ER” 0 
for (a, g) E B” and x E A T. Of course, J,(O) = -suprE R,, J(x + c), x E A T. 
Note that (a, g) + J,(a, g) is neither convex nor concave, so we cannot 
apply directly either duality from [ 161 or [ 191. 
For x in A T and p in A,, we define 
sup J,” (p + d) = sup (s(t),@(t)) dt 
ds R” d 
+~upj~L(t,x(t)+c+g(t),i(r))dt 
c 0 
+.i~~“{(u,d>+l(x(O)+a,O)} . 
I 
By a direct calculation we show (having in mind p(0) = 0, x(T) = 0, and 
[18] (see also [6])) 
supJ,# (p+d)=sup sup (c,O-p(T))+j=(i(t),p(t)+d) dt 
d 1 d <’ 0 
+ jTW,~(t),WW , 
0 1 (11) 
where G( t, U, u) = sup, { (x, u) + L(t, x, u) > (compare (7) and [ 17, 
Proposition 41). Compute now, applying the minmax theorem (see 
e.g., [4]) to the function (d, u) + si ((u(t), p(t) + d) - G(t, -d(t), u(t)))dt, 
sup inf-J,# (-p-d)= ;y, i;f-.I: (-p-d) 
JEAT d 
= -I(O,p(T))+inf sup l’(u(t),p(t)+d) dt 
1 d usL’ 0 
- 
s 
’ G(t, -p(t), u(t)) dt = -I(O,p(T)) 
0 I 
-sup TLD(t,p(t)+d, -@(t))dt 
s d 0 
= - sup JD( p + d), 
d 
(12) 
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where - L,(t, p, U) = supUc Rn { (p, u) - G( t, U, u)} (compare (9)). Further, 
for (a, g)E B”, define 
1:” (a,g)=inf sup 
(’ ptL’ 
<g(t)>@(t)) dr+JoT (x(f)+c,D(t)) df 
- ‘G(r,@(t),*(t))dt s 0 
+i;f{(d,a)+(x(O)-O,d)}. 
We see that J,” # (0) = J,(O) for x E AT. We can also compute, using the 
minmax theorem [4] first to the function (c, d) -+ JOT (x(t) + C, d(t)) dt - 
JF G(t, o(t), R(t)) dr (note that {~~L’:j~((x(f)+c,g(z))+G(t,Ij(t), 
i(t))) dt 5 A}, 1 E R, is weakly compact-see, e.g., [ lg]-and, for at least 
one i E L’ and 1 in R, it is nonempty) and then to the function (2, d) --) 
-1: (a(t), p(l) + d) dt - {lG(t, d(t), i(t)) dt, that 
sup J,” # (0) = ;q~, ;;F, inf i;f - J.r ( -p -d) 
XCAT L 
= sup sup inf inf -J,” (-p - d) 
~eL’itL’ d c 
= ;q, i;f - J,(p + d). 
Since, for x E AT, supc J(x + c) = -J,(O), we infer the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. 
xFIf, sup J(x + c) = XiFi, sup J(x + c) = PiziA s;p J,(p + d), 
c 0 c 
where x(1)=x(T)-~fi(z)dr,p(t)=p(O)+jb~(r)d-r, 
Remark. The duality principle described above differs from all the well- 
known ones (see [ 16, 19,2, 11, 31) since it bears a minmax character. It 
is applicable to problems with moving ends, especially, to those of the 
periodic type. 
3. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 
Now, we use the duality from Section 2 to derive a new variational 
principle for periodic solutions of (l’), thus we also assume hypothesis 
(Hl) to be satisfied here. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let X E A be such that J(X) = infxEA, sup, J(x + c) > -CC 
and let the set CVfr(0) be non-empty, where XT = X - C, C = X(T). Then there 
exists (-p(O), -j) E aJ-+(O), where j E L’, p(t) =p(O) + jI, j(s) ds is such 
that p E A, and JD( jj) = inf,, t A0 sup, Jn( p + d). Furthermore, 
J.eT(0)+ J,“,(-P)=O, 
(13) 
JD( p) - J-f7 ( -p) = 0. 
Proof. Since J(X) = inf,. Ar sup,. J(x + c) and is finite, therefore 
X(0) = X(T). By Theorem 2.1, to prove the first assertion, it suffices to 
show that J(X) >= sup, J,(p) = J,(p), where d(t) = d+ jr, j(s) ds and 
(-P(O), -a E aJ,&O). 
Put J(X) = is. For each (-d, -j) E aJfr(0), 
I(x(O)+a,x(T))1(-d,a) for all a, dE R”, (14) 
T 
- sup 
‘ s 
L(t, XT(t) + C +g(t), iT(t)) dt 
0 
s 
T 
z- L(t, x(t), i(t)) dt 
0 
+ s oT (s(t), -d(t)> dt 
for all gE L”. 
The last inequality implies, for all g E L”, that 
J,@, g) 2 --is + s ,’ <g(t), -d(t)> dt 
and, further, for d(t) = d + j&j(s) ds, dG R”, 
{j 
T 
sup Jfr( -p) = sup sup 
d d geLm 0 
(s(t), -j(t)> dt-J,,(O,g) 
This inequality and hypothesis (Hl ) imply that j,’ j( t) dt = 0 (compare 
(ll), where p + d=p, PEA,). Hence (compare (12)) -sup, J&j) = 
s”px E AT infd -J,“,,( -@) 2 -is, i.e., sup, J&) 5 is. We note that 
-LD(t,d(t),d(t)) + SUP, E BcO,ljG(frd(f), z) 2 Id(t where BP, 1) = 
{ZE R”:lzl 5 l}. S ince, by (Hl ) and [ 181, the integral of the second term 
in the last inequality is finite and si Id(t)\ dt 1 T(ldj --SC Ij(t)ldt), we see 
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that - fl L,(t, d(t), d(t)) dt -+ + cc as IdI + + a3. Hence we conclude that 
there exists p(0) in R” such that 
-s 
T 
i 
T 
L,(t,p(t), j(t))dt=min- L,(t, d(t), -riU)) dt, 
0 d 0 
@-(t)=j4O)+/‘j(s)ds, 
0 
i.e., sup, J&5) = J,(p). 
The second assertion is a simple consequence of two facts: J,(O) = -is, 
so J,(P) + J,,(O) and (--p(O), -6) E Ufr(0), i.e., J,,(O) + JzT( -p) = 0. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let X E A be such that inf,. Ar sup,. J(x + c) = J(X) and 
let J(X) be finite. Then there exists p in A such that the pair (2, p) satisfies 
the relations 
f(t)~a,G(t, -j(t),?(t)), 
P(~)E a,G(t, -d(t), i(t)), 
(15) 
Jo(p) =,i+nnO s;p J,(p + d) = inf sup J(x + c) = J(X). (16) 
Proof: By hypothesis (Hl), we easily check (e.g., this may be done 
similarly as for Jo) that the supremum in the definition of JTr (0, g) is 
attained for each g E L” and it is less than + 00. Similarly, we convince 
ourselves that g -+ J,,(O, g) is convex and lower semicontinuous in L”. 
Further, J,(O) is finite, thus JjT(O, g)> ---co for g in L”. (In fact, this 
follows also from (Hl)). These, together with (14), imply that aJ,,(O) is 
non-empty [ll], so there exists p in A such that (--p(O), -j)~ aJ,,(O). 
Then, by Theorems 2.1 and 3.1, we have ( 16) and ( 13) fulfilled. 
Now, write down (13) explicitly, 
s 
T(-L(t,f(t),i(t))+G(t, -j(t),:(t))-((x(t), -j(t)))dt=O, 
0 
(17) 
s T(L,(t,jW -j(t))-G(t, -j(t), s(t))+ (i(t), -p(t)))dt=O. 0 
These equations imply (15) and the proof is completed. 
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4. RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE DUAL ACTION 
In this section, from relations (1 l), (12) we deduce that our dual 
principle (16) is equivalent, to some extent, to the dual action from 
[7, 10, 23. We assume the same hypothesis as in Section 2. In particular, it 
implies that the suprema in 
7 
sup s L( t, x(t) + c, i(t)) dt, xEA, i-EL;;, ( 0 
and 
I 
T 
sup L,(t, p(t) + 4 -d(t)) & PEA, @EL;, d o 
are achieved by c, and d,, respectively, as we already noted in the proofs 
of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1 for jj and X + g, g E L”. If x E A and 
+2L;;, then, by (Hl ) and the form of J, J(x + c) = + cc for all c E R” ; 
analogously, for p E A and p $ Li, J,(p + d) = + co, d E R”. Thus, further, 
if XEA but n#Li, we assume c,~ = 0, and if p E A, fi # Lg, then we put 
d, = 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. - - A pair (x, p) E A x A satisfies 
J,(Z,p)=inf Jr(x,p):x(l)=c.+jii(s)ds, 
i 
p(t)=d,+j’@(s)ds&kL’, 
0 
(18) 
jTn(t)dt=O,jTp(t)dt=O 
0 0 
where c,, d, are calculated as above but for x and p such that 
x(t) = jb a(z) dT, p(t) = fbd(T)dq if and only ifit satisfies relations (16) and 
(13) (or (17)), where J, is as in (6). 
Proof Note first that, for each x - c, E A T with fl i(t) dt = 0, we have 
JC(x,p):p(t)=d,+j’@(s)ds,/Tfi(t)dt=O,PELi 
0 0 
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for the last equality, see the definitions of J,” , J,, and (11). Further, 
inf 
rEAT,j;i(t)df=O 
J(x + c,) = inf sup J(x + c). 
.rtA, < 
Therefore 
Jc(.f, D) = inf 4x + cr) 
.xtA~,~,+(r)df=O 
and 
Thus J(X) = infx.,, sup, J(x + c). Proceeding with J,(x, p) similarly as 
above, but now with the variable x (see (12)), we find that 
JD(ij) = infps A0 sup,J,(p+d) =J,(X,p). A pair (x,p), for which relation 
(16) holds, satisfies J,(p) = J,(X, p) = J(X) if and only if it satisfies (17). 
The proof is completed. 
Remark. In the above proposition we show that our duality principle 
and the dual action principle are equivalent but only on a properly chosen 
space of functions, e.g., as in (18). We note, by the form of J,, that if (X, p) 
satisfies (18), then, for all c, de R”, J&X + c, p + d) = J,(X,p) but not all 
such x+c,p+dsatisfy (16) and (17). 
However, we have the following statement. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. - - Let (x, p) E A x A satisfy (18). Then there exist C and 
d in R” such that 
(x(t)+Cp(t)+d)E8G(t, -j(t),.);(t)) a.e. in [0, T], (19) 
where 8G denotes the subdifferential of G(t, ., .) and X + C, ~3 + d satisfy (16). 
ProojY Since (X, p) satisfies (18), it is also a minimizer for the problem 
minimize J, (x, p) (20) 
in the subspace of A x A of those (x,p) for which x(O) =x(T) =X(O), 
p(O) ‘p(T) =p(O). By the assumption on H, we see that G(t, ., .) is finite 
for all t, so it is locally Lipschitz, thus we can apply results of [S] and 
obtain a generalized form of the Euler-Lagrange equation for 
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problem (20) which is just inclusion (19) (see, e.g., [ 10, p. 3191 or 
[9, p. 2441). From (19) we have ,?+EE~,~~G(z, --d(t), a(t)) dt and 
p + do 8, ji G( t, --d(t), k(t)) dt, which means that 
s 
‘(-L(t,$t)+c,k(t))+G(t, -j(t),.?(t))-(x(t), -j(t)))dt=O 
0 
and 
I ‘(L&,p(t)+d, -j(t))-G(t, -j(t),i(t))+($t), -p(t)))dt=O. 0 
Hence J(x+c)=J,(p+d)=J,(x,p)=J(x)=J,(p) (see(17)), and the 
second assertion is proved. 
5. THE EXISTENCE OF A MINIMUM AND A DUALITY GAP 
FOR A MINIMIZING SEQUENCE 
In this section we deal with a Lagrangian L determined by a 
Hamiltonian H (see (2)) which is assumed to satisfy hypotheses (Hl ) and 
(H2)(i). This means, in particular, that L satisfies the growth conditions: 
At the beginning of Section 3 we noted that the supremum in 
supC sr L(t, x(t) + c, i(t)) dt is attained at c, for all x E AT. Therefore, 
to show that there exists ZEA such that infxE.,sup,J(x+ c)=J(X), it 
suffices to prove that the functional J(x + c,) attains its minimum in A =. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. There exists R in A such that J(Z)=inf,..,J(x+c,)= 
iL A7 sup, J(x + c). 
Proof: First, note that, by (21), J(x+ c,) is bounded below on A,. 
Indeed, since we can confine ourselves to x E A, with x(0)=x(T) = 0, 
therefore, for these x, we have 
J(x+~,)~J(~)~j-=((1/r’)Z’-“~i(t)~’;-(1/~)k(t) Ix(t)jS-d(t))dt. 
0 
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As we have the estimate Ix(t)l”s t”‘“‘jl Ii(t)l”dt (s’=s/(s- 1)) and rzs, 
(l/r’) I’ ~ ” - (l/s) Jr k(t) t”‘“’ dt = Q > 0, so, for r = s, 
J(x+C,)>Q~‘]$t)l’.dr-jO’d(t)dt 
0 
Z(Q/T”“‘) Ix(t)lr’-j’d(t)dt 
0 
and, for r’>s, 
J(x+c,,)~(f1~r./rfTr’~r)~~xl~~-(l/s)~~x~l~~~rk(t)dt-~7d(t)dt, (22) 
0 0 
where llxllc = supojljT Ix(t)l; both the inequalities imply the lower 
boundedness of J. From them and again from (21) (the left-hand side) 
we see that, for sufficiently large b > 0, the set S, = {x + c,:x E AT, 
J(x + c,) 5 b} is non-empty and bounded in the norm Il./l c. It is clear that 
we can choose a minimizing sequence (x’ + cl},“, I for .I from Sh. Thus all 
the assumptions of Existence Theorem 1 from [ 173 are fulfilled, so there 
exists an X E A as in the assertion of the proposition. 
Remark 5.1. From (22) it is seen that, for r > s, J(x + c,) is bounded in 
A, for all T E (0, co ), and so, in this case, Proposition 4.1 holds for all 
TE (0, 00). 
Remark 5.2. We would like to stress that the functional J is, in general, 
unbounded in A in spite of growth conditions (21). However, it is bounded 
below in some (in general, non-linear) subspace of A determined by L 
and A,. 
Now, we show that a statement analogous to Theorem 3.1 is true for a 
minimizing sequence of J. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let {x,+c~>,~,, x,EA,-, j=1,2 ,..., be a minimizing 
sequence for J(x + cX), x E A.. We assume J(x,+ c:) to be finite. Zj 
(po, -Ijl)~aJ+(o), then there exists {pi(O)};, such that (-p,(O), 
-@j)EaJx,(O), where ~,EL’, Pi(t) =pj(0)+Sb@j(~) d7, and that 
inf, JD( p,) = inf, E L0 1sup, J,(p + d), p(t) =p(O) + j;@(7) dz. Furthermore, 
Jx, (0) + Jc ( -Pj) = 0 
and 
J,” ( -Pj) - J,(Pj) 5 ~9 
I J(x:+C<l- J,(Pj)l 5~ 
for a given E > 0 and sufficiently large j. 
(23) 
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Proof We have already pointed out that inf,. AT J(x + c,) = c1> -co, 
and that we may assume x,(O) = x,(T) = 0. Thus, for a given E > 0, there 
exists j, such that -J,,(O) - c( < E for all j 2 j,. Further, the proof is similar 
to that of Theorem 3.1, so we only sketch it. Thus, we also have, forj 2 j,. 
f(xj(o)+atxj(T))2 <-PO*a) for all a, p,, E R”, 
l 
r 
- sup L(tt Xj(t) + C+ g(t), a,(t)) dt 
0 
z- i~(t,x,(t)+c:,ii(t))dr+l’(g(th -bj(t))dt 
0 0 
for all g E L” and, further, J,(O, g) 2 - CI - E + 1,’ (g(t), --fii(t)> dt, and, 
forI?J(t)=d+jA@,(z)dq dER”, 
sup J; ( -pj) = sup sup 
d d gElax 1.r T (gtt), -Pjtt 0 1) dt-Jx,(O,s)J 
Hence we infer that Jld,(t) dt=O, and that -sup, J&?j) = 
sup,, AT infd- J-r+ cl: ( -pj) 2 - a - E, i.e., sup, JD($j) s a + &. Similarly as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we conclude that there exists p,(O) in R” 
such that supd JD( @]i, = JD( p,), pj (t ) = pi (0) + fh b, (t ) dT. Hence we obtain 
the first assertion of the theorem. To justify the second one, note 
that (-Pj(O), -bj) E aJx,(O), implies that J,,(O) + Jc (-pi) = 0 and 
CC 5 J(x,f c’,) < a + E, cx <= J,(p,) 5 a + E. Hence (23) also holds. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let {x, + cam},“=, , xj E AT, be a minimizing sequence for 
J(x + c,), x E AT, such that J(x, + c:) are finite. Zf 
-bj(t)Ed,L(t, x,(t) + CC, .kj(t)) a.e. (24) 
and pi E L’, then there exist p,(O), j = 1,2, . . . . such that sup, JD(pj) = I,, 
$,,(t)=d+[hli,(t)dT, pj(t)=pj(O)+SAbj(T)dt and 
for a given E > 0 and sufficiently large j. 
Proof It suffices to note that if oJ = L’ satisfies (24), then (d, -0,)~ 
?VX, (0) for all d E R”, and next to use Theorem 4.1. 
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6. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. 
Part (b) is a direct consequence of Corollary 5.1. For part (a), let us first 
consider case (H2)(i). Then, by Proposition 5.1, inf,.. supr J(x+ c) is 
attained. By Corollary 3.1, relations (16) and (17) are fulfilled. From 
Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 we have the existence of (X, p) satisfying (1’) and 
the duality relation. If now (X, p) satisfies the duality relation (see (16)), 
then, by Corollary 3.1, it satisfies also (17), and thus, by Proposition 4.1, 
also (18). Therefore from Proposition 4.2 we obtain the second assertion of 
part (a). 
If we have case (H2)(ii), then, in view of the symmetry of the variables 
x and p in H, we may start (in Section 2) with the functional J, and 
calculate, by duality, the functional J. Then Theorem 2.1 is the same but, 
in Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1, we assume that inf,. AO supc J,(p + d) is 
attained and, next, we prove analogously Proposition 5.1 for J,. Further, 
we proceed as in case (H2)(i) above. 
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